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Introduction

1) Equations rewritten in different notations and
spatial dependence

2) Used the “bouncing photon method”
3) Generalized previous results analyzed in the

low-frequencies approximation: answer the
question about an extension of the frequency
range using the full theory of GWs

Importance of “magnetic components”:



Coordinate transformation: analysis
in the gauge of the local observer

Line element in the TT gauge:

Coordinate transformation



Equations of motion for test masses

Not gauge artefact: equation directly obtained
from geodesic deviation in  the work of
Baskaran and Grishchuk



Equations of motion for the pure
“magnetic” components

First polarization Second polarization



Coordinate transformation

Distance

Variation
in distance



Variation in distance considering casuality

Second effect: motion of the photon in a
curved space-time

Tidal acceleration of the test mass

Equivalent to the presence of a Newtonian
potential



Connection between GR and Newtonian
theory

Total variation of proper time from  second effect



Total variation of proper time in the u
arm

In the Fourier domain



Response function in u direction

Same analysis: response
function in v direction



Total frequency-dependent response
function



Low frequency approximation



Total frequency-dependent response
function for the       polarization



Low frequency approximation



Drawn some response function in the
frequency domain: low frequencies





High frequencies





Extension of the frequency range of
interferometers?





The full theory of gravitational waves in the
TT gauge: Corda C gr-qc 0702080, accepted
for IJMPD

Line element in u direction for the +
polarization

variation of proper time
in presence of the GW in u direction



Response function in u direction

where



Same analysis: response
function in v direction

where



Low frequencies

Total response function for the + polarization



Low frequencies

Similar analysis: total response function for
the      polarization



Drawn two response function in the
frequency domain





The total response functions which take into
account both the “electric” and “magnetic”
components decreases with frequency: no
extension of the frequency range of
interferometers.  This is because the expansion
used in the coordinate transformation breaks
down at high frequencies and the distinction
between “electric” and “magnetic” components
becomes ambiguous at high frequencies. Thus the
full theory has to be used, but if one uses the low
frequencies approximation, magnetic
contributions have to be taken into account

Conclusions



Problems

The distinction between high and low
frequencies is not totally clear in the context of
the magnetic components of GWs: where
exactly the distinction between “electric” and
“magnetic” components breaks down? Where
exactly the response functions of Baskaran
and Grishchuk have to be replaced with the
ones today introduced?
Gravito-magnetism in the GWs physics is a
topic which is not totally understood, further
and accurate studies are needed


